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Abstract:  

Schools in India were forced to close up in March when PM Narendra Modi declared a nationwide internment to 

fight the coronavirus  pandemic. The eruption of COVID-19 has junction rectifier to large changes within the 

education sector and within the manner teaching-learning is being transacted across the planet, indicating that the 

longer term of education is here prior expected. Creating vital investments, teachers are running on technological 

platforms to deliver on-line learning programmes to the students to make sure continuous learning. Educators and 

school Managements requare measure innovating new prospects and with larger flexibility that requare measure 

serving to in increasing accessibility to education for school students across the planet. The government had asked 

teachers to deliver lessions on-line , however thousands of students were left with no means due to lack of access 

to good phones . In Bihar, India’s poorest state, all the oldsters reported  “non-delivery of education” in 

government schools due to to a scarcity of digital devices or lack of interest of presidency Teaching/learning as a 

result of in province, solely five-hitter of students received coaching for delivering digital education. At private 

schools, fifty one percent of primary and fifty seven percent of secondary students have availed of on-line lessons 

on a daily basis. Remainder of the students suffer with discontinue his/her study. Teachers in Private schools that 

not get service like on-line categories no receive any kind of fees throughout this era. So, these forms of Schools 

not offer remuneration to their teaching & nonteaching staffs when complete closing of Schools. New admission 

rate of those forms of schools reduced upto ninety p.c. These forms of schools haven't enough cash to pay rent of 

the varsity building timely and at the results of this thirty four p.c of those forms of schools utterly checkout from 

this profession/business. over forty two thousands  of teachers, one thousand six of nonteaching staffs and 300 

sixty four drivers get fired as per our study. So, province government ought to issue some financial backing to 

management of unaided little private schools or their staffs. 
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Introduction: 

Based on funding and management sort, schools in Bihar are of 3 types: government, private aided schools and 

private unaided schools. Government schools square measure absolutely funded and managed by the govt. The 

govt runs primary schools (grade1-5), higher primary (grade 1-8/ 6-8) and secondary/ senior secondary schools. 

Government secondary schools are referred to as Rajkiyakrit schools and Rajkiya schools relying upon whether 
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or not or not they were seized by the govt from personal homeowners  or management in 1981. Private Aided 

(PA) schools square measure schools that square measure partly funded by the govt however owned  and managed 

by personal bodies. The govt of province funds non secular faculties too. Therefore, among the govt aided square 

measure some Madrasas and Sanskrit Vidyalayas (Hindu non secular schools). Privatel Unaided (PUA) Schools 

square measure schools that don't receive any funding from the govt. They manage their money obligations 

through fee assortment, donation and endowment. PUA schools will be either recognised (by the government) or 

unrecognised. Generally, a student moving from a private school to a government school would need a transfer 

certificate(TC) from a recognised school. Unrecognised Schools square measure thus operational at intervals an 

additional legal sector outside of the laws and rules that seem on paper. currently a days Government of province 

recognized various private Unaided schools through Sarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA) and RTE Act 2009. so plenty 

of recognized private schools are established in urban moreover as rural areas of province and information of 

those forms of schools additionally collected by DISE yearly. 

  The closure of schools due to the COVID-19 pandemic has caused new challenges for everybody concerned, 

from the teachers themselves, to their learnerss and their parents within the initial of a series of in-depth briefings 

gazing the impact of the corona virus crisis on social quality. This includes gazing the availability to date place 

in situ by teachers, the support and resources pupils have access to reception, and also the impact this has had on 

the school assignment pupils have completed throughout internment. The temporary finishes by gazing doable 

mitigation ways teachers and also the government, to do to cut back any impact on the already wide attainment 

gap between the richest and poorest pupils, and to shield the prospects for long-run social quality. Private Schools  

Directors and their teachers on their own are aware of the economic challenges that bound parental households 

square measure undergoing due to the lockdown and are pro-active to supply relief to the extent possible and 

property. At identical time, teachers are operating overtime to make sure that they transcend to on-line learning 

and keep their educational resources and employees community, intact. Besides student fees, unaided private 

schols don't have the other supply of revenue. As it is, it's terribly difficult to draw in the most effective talent to 

the profession of teaching. If schools' functioning gets noncontiguous, it'd be even harder to bring them back on 

the right track. 

Methodology: 

I use survey technique to figure within the analysis space. Initially, it absolutely was planned to review the private 

schools situating in Sitamarhi, Sheohar, Muzaffarpur, Darbhanga and Madhubani  Districts of Bihar  serving 

regarding a pair of, 40, 000 people. it absolutely was originally assumed, taking data from alternative studies in 

similar cities in Bihar, that there can be 3-4 low value private schools for the 1000-2,000 individuals in every 

slum. we have a tendency to conjointly hypothesised that these schools can be line to a minimum of each fifth 

person within the slum. That is, 225 to three hundred schools altogether. However once within the field, it shortly 

became clear that this development wasn't restricted to the economically poor. Nearly on each crossroad of those 
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districts, one might see not one however several private schools operational. From Gregorian calendar month 

April 2020 to Gregorian calendar month  July 2020, we have a tendency to enumerated, surveyed and mapped 

schools, and interviewed many households. Whereas piloting our tools, we have a tendency to conjointly met 

with numerous Department of Education officers and activists to understand their estimation of the number of 

private schools within the district. The govt records showed solely a few of private schools. The officers, however, 

calculable that regarding ninety p.c of the district’s schools would be private. In absolute numbers, their estimates 

amounted to regarding 1985 schools as per record accessible on DISE. On the opposite hand, activists we have a 

tendency to spoke to believed that there can be extra 1500 to 2000 private unaided schools conjointly present in 

these Districts. Thus, we have a tendency to had 2 sets of severally collected knowledge, that we have a tendency 

to might then compare and cross check for errors. we have a tendency to used GIS technology to plot the 

placement of schools. It helped in avoiding unintended duplication of entries within the survey. A lot of important 

use has been the correct identification of schools locations for the aim of understanding the physical distribution 

of assorted sorts of schools – by management kind, by terminal grade level and by value level. Every surveyed 

schools was visited unexpected by me either physically or by phone of the directors/ principals as per 

transportation facility accessible at that point. Whereas one administered the interview schedule to the principal 

or the manager, the opposite created observations on variety of teaching and nonteaching staffs and their average 

remuneration with payment facility provided throughout internment, where potential, they conjointly took a tour 

of the schools to verify claims like presence of labs, computers, and separate bogs for boys and ladies etc. For 

legitimacy of data entered within the interview schedule, we got the signature of the responder and also the seal 

of the school. Data from every school was conjointly telephonically verified before being entered it into the info. 

We have a tendency to conjointly recorded the coordinates of a 3rd of the govt schools within the districts for 

analysis of the pattern of private school distribution around government schools. The unit survey was conducted 

to grasp factors poignant school alternative. To avoid choice bias arising out of interviews with staffs from anyone 

set of schools, we have a tendency to interviewed 891 haphazardly designated households from five districts of 

Bihar designated through computerised  organisation. These 891 households had 194 kids in government schools 

and 697 kids in private schools. Interview were conducted with 3417 teaching staffs, 228 nonteaching staffs, 

nineteen sweepers , twenty three guards and ninety four drivers operating in these schools on their mobile as per 

accessibility of  mobile numbers, operating of that numbers at that point and interest of staffs to obtaining answer 

of our queries. Answer provided by them were recorded and matched with the data provided by their various 

concerning schools.  

Conclusion: 

Corona virus  has pushed lakhs of families in rural areas into impoverishment — which can successively force 

kids to affix the men to scale back monetary burden. Quite four-hundredth of academics in Bihar area unit afraid 

that 1 / 4 of Owners could drop out of schools once they open. Around twenty one million students in Bihar area 

unit seemingly to be compact by school closure — which can lead to increasing economic and social stress, a rise 
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in food security. For quite 2 months currently, all schools, colleges, and academic establishments in Bihar are 

shut, adversely impacting involved students across the state. whereas some institutes have shifted to on-line 

teaching, inexpensive private and government schools don't have the resources to try to to thus. Students, on the 

opposite hand, Bihar area unit below social stress throughout the internment, don't seem to be solely missing out 

on their education, however now not have access to healthy meals and alternative resources that they'd earlier. 

Despite the challenges sweet-faced, parents of area unit overall positive regarding schools. 61% of children 

learning at home had parents who were satisfied, similar to 65% of those who are still in school as their parents 

are key workers. The house learning atmosphere is probably going to play an excellent a lot of crucial role as 

most learning is currently wiped out the house. Within the most disadvantaged schools, as per our  report  quite a 

3rd of their students learning from home wouldn't have adequate access to Associate in necessary  device for 

learning, compared to solely a pair of within the most affluent state schools. Twelve percent of these within the 

most disadvantaged schools conjointly felt that quite a 3rd of their students wouldn't have adequate web access. 

2 thirds of students of research area received personal tuition reported  to now not have such a service, whereas a 

3rd continued  to own tuition through on-line services. The result of those changes has been to slender the ‘tuition 

gap’, however this is often seemingly to solely be temporary. These inequalities area unit mirrored within the 

quantity and quality of lessions being received by teachers. Five hundredth of owner of private schools report 

they’re receiving over 3 quarters of students back, compared with twenty seventh within the most state govt 

schools, and simply within the least facilities schools. On line teaching within the most underprivileged schools  

over doubly as seemingly to mention that employment their teachers are causing in is of a far lower quality than 

traditional (15% vs 6%). Schools area unit already operating to minimize the impact of schools closures on 

difference gaps among pupils. Thirty fourth of Schools reportable contacting specific techniques to supply 

recommendation concerning supervised learning. Twenty first reportable their schools is providing pupils with 

laptops or alternative devices, with important variations between secondary (31%) and primary (11%) schools. 

As per our survey solely eighteen of surveyed area unit paying school fees to private schools. It says this has 

resulted in several teachers losing their jobs whereas some schools face potential closure. Learners are being 

expelled from freelance schools due to unpaid fees. The matter with kids being suspended from govt and private 

schools throughout lockdown to the many ways in which schools have tailored to COVID-19 means it's much not 

possible for students to urge area at alternative schools/institutes, and really develop wherever they need born off 

in another schools. We have a tendency to sorrow the fogeys out there many parents have lost jobs, financial gain 

slashed, earnings cuts etc however on the opposite hand, schools have to be compelled to run their business, 

activities, pay online classes, overheads. While not payment of fees, non-public schools cannot continue.  
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Suggestions & Recommendations:  

 Teachers were asked for his or her most popular methods to stop some pupils from falling education 

behind throughout the entire periods of lockdown. A another option possibility was providing less well-

off families with letter paper and course of study resource packs, that might facilitate to deal with the 

divide in digital access. Half  lessions additionally cited some sort of staggered come to high school, or 

summer ‘catch up classes’ for deprived pupils.  

 While schools of area unit closed, the govt. ought to facilitate guarantee all kids have the resources 

necessary to access on-line learning. This includes a portable computer or alternative appropriate device, 

furthermore as a stable web affiliation. These resources might be provided through a collaboration 

between the govt. and corporations within the technology sector, and that we would encourage any 

organizations able to do therefore to supply donations of those resources. 

   Disadvantaged pupils ought to have access to further matched or tiny cluster tuition to scale back the 

impact of school closures. The poorest kids area unit seemingly to be the foremost wedged by time far 

from the schoolroom. Further tuition to scale back the impact on their learning might be provided each 

on-line whereas schools are closed, and face to face once restrictions have unsnarled. 

 Training ought to be provided to lteachers to modify them to deliver content to students on-line. on-line 

teaching being provided to kids is presently extremely variable, with poorer students less seemingly to 

own access to some forms of provision. guaranteeing all pupils have access to top quality content is 

significant, therefore steerage and coaching for students might facilitate to form provision additional 

consistent between schools.  

 Schools ought to take into account running ‘catch up classes’ for studentss from poorer backgrounds over 

the summer or once schools come. Deprived students are possibly to own fallen behind throughout 

closures, with those getting into Year seven at specific risk. Schools ought to place in situ further support 

for these students once it's safe for Schools to come, either before alternative students area unit back, or 

aboard the start of traditional lessons. 

   It is within the best interest of students that schools maintain their original character throughout these 

testing times. Once schools open up and students finally arrive, schools ought to be able to deliver constant 

offerings to students as they were enjoying before the lockdown. To confirm this, schools have to be 

compelled to essentially maintain their workers and infrastructure and in reality can have to be compelled 

to invest giant sums of cash for the security of kids and workers members against COVID-19. The 

necessity of the hour is to guard schools and therefore the school community to confirm continuous 

learning.  

 Government should provide aid either to management of  private schools to provide a living wages to their 

staffs and pay rent of the establishment timely to continue their existence or directly credited in the account 

of their staffs and owner of the buildings. 
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